### Year: 3  
**Term: Spring**

#### Enquiry Question
- Who made what?

#### Final Outcome
- Learning event for children to showcase each item they have made over the course of term.

#### Mini Project Outcomes
- Construct a Viking long house
- Create a map of Britain
- Create a mixed media image

#### Launch
- Children to be given a jigsaw piece and a profession (Chef, Viking, Builder, Doctor, Geographer, Astronaut), children to draw and write what that means to them.
- Children to draw the profession they want to be when they are older.

#### Trips, Visitors and Experiences
- Galleries
- Viking reenactment team
- Town hall visit
- Synagogue

#### Learning event
- What? Showcase of learning in main hall to show the items that the children have made in each foundation subject.
- Where? Main hall
- When? End of Spring 2